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Global citizenship programme
Attending the Matariki Conference was an incredible opportunity to meet others who think critically about community engagement and how to make it a sustainable pillar of their institutions. We agreed that one significant barrier Read More » By Nicholas Mattock, University of Western Australia Global citizenship can be a difficult concept
to grasp, not least because there is no set definition among those who practice global citizenship. I like to think of 'global Read More » By Sachiko Ishihara (Uppsala University), Rebecca Bouveng (Durham University) and Dan Brunsdon Rebecca and Sachiko The first workshop for the Matariki Global Citizenship Program took place in
Uppsala in April 2016 and was organized by Read More » 8 March 2016 Reposted from: the_ustinovian Ustinov's own Anne Johnsen was chosen to represent Durham University at international workshop on Global Citizenship. The workshop forms part of a Global Citizenship Initiative between the Matariki Network of Universities (MNU)
Read More » 25 April 2016Reposted of MNU Students and faculty of six of the seven universities in the Matariki Network of Universities gathered in Uppsala last week for the first workshop under the umbrella of the Read More » Exploration of global citizenship by Diana Martinez-Tre In 1861, Benito Juárez—a lawyer and member of the
native Zapotec tribe—was elected Read More » by Sirapat Saksawat Photography by Pattaranun Chaisudhiphongskul After the success of previous research roundtables, The GCP Seminar Team organized the third research round table of Read More » Ustinov Intercultural Forum By Sanjukta Nair Pictures by Ines Pandzic and Matthew
Roberts Due to the large collection of artifacts that our local Oriental Museum keeps in storage, Read More » By Giorgio Manzoni After the first successful edition of the life of a researcher, this time, other four well-known researchers decided to join the café Read More » Volunteers and community engagement through Kristine Kivle
Sunday, May 26, the GCP volunteer team, along with the GCR D.U.C.K team hosted the first Ustinov charity walk/running at Sheraton Park. Read More » On 17 May 2019, Café Politique hosted an insightful event on the current crisis in Venezuela. Topics covered include the political climate, human rights Read More » We tracked that
JavaScript was disabled in this browser. Please enable JavaScript or switch to a supported browser to continue using twitter.com. You can see a list of supported browsers in our Help Center. Help Center Global citizenship education is one of the goals of UNESCO. It fits well with the University's aim to and equip staff with the awareness
that the world is interconnected and that each individual plays a role in promoting sustainability, peace and and Understanding. Our Global Citizenship program is an opportunity to hear from experts, and explore and reflect on the themes of global citizenship. The series of lectures and workshops for semester 2 will take place at 1.15pm
on the following dates from February 2020. Guest Speaker: Dr John Troyer, Department of Social and Policy Sciences. Find out more about the event postponed until October 2020 25 March 2020: Identity and Diversity Academic culture shock Guest Speaker: Professor Mary Hayden and Professor Jeff Thompson, Department of
Education. DEFERRED Previous events Globalisation and Interdependence: Internationalising the curriculum you think of when you hear the words 'internationalisation of the curriculum' This interactive workshop will explore what it means, where we can do it in learning and teaching and what it can mean in practice. Open to students and
staff. Guest Speaker: Dr Eleanor Parker, Curriculum Development Officer. Find out more about the event 20 February 2020: Social Justice and Diversity Transgender lives and Higher Education This study day for students and staff offers learning about the lived experience of Transgender, and issues like higher education contexts. Guest
speaker: Kaleidoscope, Jessica Lynn, Dr Sam Martin, Dr Stephanie McKendry Find out more about the event 26 February 2020: Identity and Diversity Why do we fast? As the Christian world begins to fast, we wonder what is the meaning of fasting in the most important religions of the world. Guest speaker: Nigel Rawlinson, University
Chaplain, and the SU Islamic Society Find out more about the event Our World Week: from 2 March to 6 March 2020 From 2 March to 6 March students and staff at the University of Bath are invited to participate in a wide range of social and cultural events. It's an opportunity to meet new people, discover the cultural wealth of our campus,
learn new things and have fun. The updated programme is available 4 March 2020: Power and Governance How to bring positive change in a situation of conflict guest speaker: Amy Peake, Founder of Loving Humanity Find out more about the event Book your free ticket 11 March 2020: Globalization and Interdependence The impact of
globalisation and interdependence on medical research guest speaker: Dr Vasanta Subramanian, Department of Biology and Biochemistry Find out more about the event An updated Global Citizenship Program is under construction with new assessment tools and improved outcomes. We are excited to share further details with you in the
near future. Please follow us on Instagram, Facebook and Twitter to get the news first! GCP award assessments will be suspended during this time to allow more student engagement with the new program. We accept GCP registrations by email; please email your full name, course code and student ID to global
citizenship@deakin.edu.auWhile citizenship@deakin.edu.auWhile Is Preparing the New Global Citizenship Program Has a Look Deakin Abroad's Current Offerings! The boundaries are closed, but international events continue – study online at a partneruni university to bring you closer to reality! Trimester Abroad Online Information
SessionGlobal Learning Online2020 Global Citizenship AwardCongratulations to all our Global Citizenship Award recipients for 2020! Although we can't get together this year, Deakin Abroad would like to celebrate our awards' Global Citizenship journey and wish them all the best for their future efforts! The Global Citizenship Programs
&amp; Bursaries were compiled to build a strong academic community and scholarly programme at Ustinov College; to promote critical literacy, intercultural communication and interdisciplinarity; and to provide a space for continuous exploration of global citizenship in theory and practice. The programme offers leadership roles and
accommodation awards to full-time postgraduate students, who can promote their research through community engagement and acquire a set of communicable skills for academic and non-academic fields. The GCP incorporates three main streams that include a wide range of activities: Intellectual &amp; Global Curiosity Café
Scientifique, Café Politique, Café des Arts, Ustinov Seminar, Ustinov Intercultural Forum (UIF) Careers, Employability &amp; Personal Development Ustinov SUCCESS (Shaping Ustinov College Careers and Employability Success for Students), Ustinov Annual Conference, Publications and Media Participation &amp; Leadership Ustinov
Volunteer, Music and Performance Successful applicants will have a variety of academic, social, and cultural events and projects including seminars and discussion groups, research forums, careers and development sessions, volunteer exchanges and academic conferences. Bursaries take the form of accommodation grants – generous
contributions to college accommodation costs. A majority of the positions awarded constitute partial accommodation awards, equivalent to a third of the accommodation costs for an en-suite room in College. The Ustinov College Scholarships are open to all current and prospective full-time members of Ustinov College, of any subject or
discipline. As the Volunteer team leader, I enjoyed the sense of community that the GCP offered. I've had many opportunities to engagement both within college and beyond. One of the most rewarding aspects builds a bridge with the local community. The GCP allowed me to become a better, more equipped, global citizen who benefited
me privately as well as my academic and professional life. The program lived absolutely to my expectations.â€Kristine Kilve (MSc Defense, and Diplomacy) Click on the brochure above to explore Ustinov's Global Citizenship &amp;amp; Bursaries. Sotogrande International school is a learning community passionate about providing an
international education, which inspires and encourages learning and intercultural understanding. At Sotogrande International School, we believe that being a global citizen goes beyond simply traveling around the world or living an exterior lifestyle; it refers to a more holistic view of the world, understanding the commonalities we share and
recognizing our responsibility to help our fellow human beings and safeguarding our planet's future. As an entire school community, we define Global Citizenship as: being aware of, learning about and understanding the world beyond ourselves; our planet, all humans and species with whom we share it, promoting and promoting values of
compassion, respect and acceptance for all humans, diverse cultures and beliefs; to embrace cultural differences and take on personal responsibility and work interdependently to create local and global sustainable solutions for a more peaceful, inclusive and united world. With this in mind, we have developed a unique Global Citizenship
Programme at Sotogrande International School that empowers learners to take active roles in facing and solthing global challenges that take proactive personal responsibility to create a more peaceful and sustainable world. Led by the UNESCO and the Board of International Schools, we have created a framework for the Global
Citizenship Programs associated with, what we believe are the four pillars of Global Citizenship.CONTACT US Jen Liptrot Global Citizenship Coordinator Sotogrande International School jliptrot@sis.gl jliptrot@sis.gl
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